Role of Atomic Structure on Exciton Dynamics and Photoluminescence in NIR Emissive InAs/InP/ZnSe Quantum Dots
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ABSTRACT: The development of bright, near-infrared-emissive quantum dots (QDs) is a necessary requirement for the realization of important new classes of technology. Specifically, there exist significant needs for brighter, heavy metal-free, near-infrared (NIR) QDs for applications with high radiative efficiency that span diverse applications, including down-conversion emitters for high-performance luminescent solar concentrators. We use a combination of theoretical and experimental approaches to synthesize bright, NIR luminescent InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs and elucidate fundamental material attributes that remain obstacles for development of near-unity NIR QD luminophores. First, using Monte Carlo ray tracing, we identify the atomic and electronic structural attributes of InAs core/shell, NIR emitters, whose luminescence properties can be tailored by synthetic design to match most beneficially those of high-performance, single-band-gap photovoltaic devices based on important semiconductor materials, such as Si or GaAs. Second, we synthesize InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs based on the optical attributes found to maximize LSC performance and develop methods to improve the emissive qualities of NIR emitters with large, tunable Stokes ratios, narrow emission linewidths, and high luminescence quantum yields (here reaching 60 ± 2%). Third, we employ atomistic electronic structure calculations to explore charge carrier behavior at the nanoscale affected by interfacial atomic structures and find that significant exciton occupation of the InP shell occurs in most cases despite the InAs/InP type I bulk band alignment. Furthermore, the density of the valence band maximum state extends anisotropically through the (111) crystal planes to the terminal InP surfaces/interfaces, indicating that surface defects, such as unpassivated phosphorus dangling bonds, located on the (111) facets play an outsized role in disrupting the valence band maximum and quenching photoluminescence.

INTRODUCTION

A substantial body of research over several decades has led to the development of colloidal quantum dots (QDs) with optoelectronic properties in the ultraviolet (UV) and visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, which in turn has led to remarkable advancements that include new commercial technologies.1−17 QDs with near-infrared (NIR, 750−1400 nm) emission have not yet attained the same utility despite exceptional promise across a wide spectrum of applications as they are uniquely suited for use in photovoltaic energy conversion, luminescence concentration, telecommunications, and in vivo imaging among other applications.2,6−12,14−17 Advancement of technologies based on NIR QD materials has been challenging for reasons that are physicochemical in nature due to the limited number of semiconductor materials that exist with useful, easily tunable optical properties at NIR frequencies, which has frustrated their development as compared to their UV and visible counterparts.2,6−12,17 It also remains a specific and urgent need to provide new QD material systems that are both cadmium- and lead-free, yet still afford NIR capabilities such as high fluorescence quantum yields, stability against photodegradation, and narrow emission profiles.16−23 Realization of new QDs with these attributes are a prerequisite for development of high-performance technologies.

Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs), which have the potential to revolutionize solar collection in urban environments, operate by collecting direct and diffuse solar radiation over a large area and concentrating that energy into a narrow output region, ideally, one matched with the band gap of a solar cell, by luminescence. More specifically, the benefits of
LSCs with a broad absorption band provided by an NIR luminophore can, in principle, be simultaneously maximized for direct and diffuse light harvesting across the visible region of the solar spectrum while providing a fluorescence output well matched with the band gap of the coupled solar cell. To do so, an optimal LSC requires luminophores with large Stokes ratios and narrow NIR emission to minimize losses from parasitic reabsorption and emission below the band gap of a solar collector.\textsuperscript{12,24−26} In this work, the Stokes ratio is defined as the ratio of absorbance at 550 nm to the maximum extinction in the NIR that overlaps with the luminescence profile.

Among candidate semiconductor materials, indium arsenide (InAs) offers potential advantages as a central core for QDs with NIR optical gaps. Most notable is the body of the prior work that demonstrates good prospects for developing InAs-based QDs offering higher photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) than other comparable NIR materials, including rare earth nanocrystals, silver chalcogenide nanocrystals, carbon nanotubes, Si nanoparticles, and organic dyes.\textsuperscript{27−32} Unshelled, InAs cores have very low PLQYs—typically less than 2% due to rapid surface trapping of charges from poor surface passivation and states resulting from surface oxidation. These impacts can be remediated in part by encapsulation of the InAs core within a wide-band-gap, epitaxial shell material. Effective shell phases narrow emission linewidths and increase radiative recombination efficiencies through charge carrier confinement and passivation of the InAs core.\textsuperscript{33−35} With few exceptions, the highest PLQY InAs QDs described in the current literature are ones passivated by cadmium chalcogenide (CdSe or CdS).

**Figure 1.** Monte Carlo simulations of the impact of synthetically tunable optical properties of NIR emissive InAs/InP/ZnS on luminophore performance in LSCs. Absorption and emission profiles of QDs are based on experimentally derived InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs, as described in the Methods Section. The Stokes ratio-modified absorbance profile (a) uses a fixed absorption in the visible region at 550 nm across variable NIR absorption from InAs cores where the Stokes ratio increases from violet to yellow. The inset highlights the increased Stokes ratio with decreasing NIR absorption. A fixed optical density in the visible region enables a comparison of the relative waveguide optical efficiency across the Stokes ratio (b). Variable emission full width at half maximum (FWHM) increases from yellow to violet about a fixed emission maximum (c). Monodisperse QDs give narrower FWHM and decrease losses below the solar cell band edge and improve module efficiency (d). Optical and power efficiencies improve exponentially with PLQY, with more than 5-fold increases in optical and power efficiencies between 90 and 100% PLQY. A logarithmic scale is applied to highlight the impacts of the Stokes ratio and FWHM on LSC efficiencies at <90% PLQY. An absolute short-circuit current density and power efficiency are reported in Figure S1. Relative optical and power efficiencies are reported compared to an overall highest theoretical efficiency for any Stokes ratio or photoluminescence FWHM. Across all simulations, the module performance increases from violet to yellow traces.
protective shells, with luminescence quantum yields in excess of 80% being reported. The increased brightness is often accompanied by large bathochromic shifts, which are changes in the spectral band position toward longer wavelengths, of several hundred meV that can push the emission band beyond the band gap of a solar cell. These shifts are a confluence of both the extension of the excitonic wavefunction into the shell and cation exchange between cadmium and indium to give cadmium pnictide products, thereby posing a challenge to the heterostructure development needed for technologies that require operation within a narrow emission range.

Here, we examine InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs—heavy-metal-free, core/multishell heterostructure luminophores with exceptional promise for utilization as active absorber/emitter materials in high-performance LSCs for photovoltaic energy conversion. The necessary improvements in material properties are well illustrated in the Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations of InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs in LSCs, which are shown in Figure 1. Here, we calculate expected LSC performance parameters based on explicit tunable luminophore characteristics, including QD brightness, Stokes ratio, and emission full width at half-maximum (FWHM). As the simulations demonstrate, high PLQY QDs with increased Stokes ratios and narrow FWHM have the potential to greatly improve luminophore performance and LSC solar conversion efficiency. Both optical efficiency (the fraction of photons retained within a waveguide) and solar conversion efficiency (overall LSC light-harvesting performance including a solar cell) improve exponentially with increases in the PLQY.

Even without near-unity PLQY, increasing the Stokes ratio and narrowing emission FWHM significantly improve the module optical efficiency and power efficiency, respectively. Regarding the former, Figure 1a simulates the absorbance spectra of QDs with a constant optical density in the visible region up to 550 nm with progressively decreasing NIR light absorption. These spectra simulate an increased Stokes ratio representative of the optical properties achieved through increasing InP shell thickness synthetically. The optical efficiencies of LSC waveguides so tuned are seen to improve markedly with increases in the Stokes ratio (Figure 1b). The FWHM, valuable for limiting the number of photons re-emitted with energies below the band gap of the solar harvester, is strongly impacted by the mass distribution (i.e., monodispersity) of the QDs. Figure 1c shows illustrative simulations using the emission spectra of QDs with variable FWHM at a fixed emission maximum wavelength to demonstrate this point. Narrow FWHM, especially at high PLQY, is essential to maximize the LSC module power efficiency, which includes the absorption profile of GaAs and Si solar cells (Figures 1d and S1). For example, at <80% PLQY, the benefits from reduced parasitic reabsorption at a longer wavelength below the absorbance profile for wide FWHM offset the losses from photons emitted below the solar cell band gap. As the PLQY increases and parasitic reabsorption is no longer the primary loss mechanism, narrow emission leads to significant increases in LSC performance. High Stokes ratios greatly enhance the optical efficiency by reducing parasitic reabsorption and bolster LSC efficiencies most significantly at low PLQY, while narrow FWHM reduces sub-band-gap losses at the solar cell and yields the highest gains at high PLQY. Narrow FWHM, high Stokes ratios, and >90% PLQY NIR QD luminophores are essential requirements for a high-efficiency LSC-PV technology.

To date, only visibly emissive QDs have been successfully developed to these standards. Notably, CdSe/CdS QDs with >95% PLQY, Stokes ratios >30 (defined by Bronstein et al. as the ratio of absorption at 450 nm to the extinction at the peak luminescence wavelength), and emission linewidths around 100 meV are the gold standard for the brightest QD emitters. The encapsulation of III–V QDs within wide-band-gap II–VI shells has yielded a second, structurally distinct class with >80% PLQYs reported for InP/ZnSe and InP/ZnSeS. Taken together with Figure 1, such metrics would enable exceptional LSC performance if matched by NIR QDs, though these same levels of broadly tunable photophysical performance needed from NIR emitters to support high PCE LSC-PV technologies are not yet developed. For the InAs-shelled QDs of interest in the current work, this is primarily due to the large lattice mismatches between InAs and prospective wide-band-gap protective ZnSe (6.4%) and ZnS (10.7%) shells that limit defect-free growth of these layers to only a few monolayers at most. Studies investigating the incorporation of multiple intermediate layers and alloys to relieve strain and facilitate thicker ZnSe or ZnS shell growth (e.g., the continuous-injection synthesis of InAs/In(Zn)/ZnSe/ZnS and InAs/InZnP/GaP/ZnSe with a gradient composition GaP shell), yielded emitters with only modest PL quantum efficiencies (25 and 23%, respectively). Further efforts using an alloyed core and a large interior shell obtained 75% PLQY for In(Zn)As/In(Zn)/GaP/ZnS QDs. Bright, NIR emissive InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs with 78% PLQY have also been reported, though the specific structural and electronic attributes that enable bright quantum yields are not yet understood, especially when contrasted with the <30% PLQYs typically observed InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs. Here, we explore the relationship between the QD structure, synthesis, and performance and highlight specific synthetic interventions that lead to improvements in PLQY for a more direct comparison of QDs across PLQY.

The current work employs a combination of experimental and computational strategies to develop a deeper understanding of the atomic-scale structural and electronic properties that enable (or inhibit) NIR emission in these QD heterostructures. Synthetically, we developed replicable methods for the synthesis of InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs with quantum yields of up to 60 ± 2% and emission full width at half-maximum (FWHM) as narrow as 130 meV with tunable Stokes ratios and emission between 800 and 900 nm. Atomistic electronic structure calculations of InAs/InP QDs indicate that charge carriers in these materials are poorly confined to the InAs core, despite the nested, type I band structure of the bulk materials (Figure S2). We find that the electron wavefunction extends isotropically into the shell but remains close to the InAs/InP interface. The hole, however, delocalizes anisotropically into the InP layer primarily in the [111] direction. Atomically resolved microscopy of InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs reveals that the growth process is strongly anisotropic, leading to a shell encapsulation that is nonuniform (even in the brightest samples) and thinner in the [111] direction. An accompanying theoretical assessment of InP surface defects shows that the extent of overlap between surface defect states and the QD valence band states is orientation-dependent, such that defects located along the [111] axes play an outsized role.
influencing the QD band structure, while defects elsewhere are surprisingly found to have almost no impact.

**METHODS**

**Materials.** All glassware was dried in an oven overnight at 160 °C before use. All manipulations were performed using standard Schlenk or glovebox techniques under dry N₂. Indium(III) acetate ([In(ac)$_3$], 99.99%), zinc undecylenate (98%), selenium (Se, 99.999%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 97%), stearic acid (95%), and tris((trimethylsilyl)phosphine (P(SiMe$_3$)$_3$, 95%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Hexane, 1-Octadecene (1-ODE, 90%) and octylamine (99.5%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.

**Synthesis of InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs.** The synthesis of InAs/InP/ZnSe was modified from several previous reports on InAs core/shell QDs. A typical synthesis of InAs/InP/ZnSe began with 0.4 mmol of indium stearate prepared in situ by adding 0.117 g (0.4 mmol) of In(ac)$_3$, 0.341 g (1.2 mmol) of stearic acid in 0.5 mL of ODE, and 3.5 mL of 1-ODE at 120 °C under vacuum for at least 2.5 h in a 50 mL, three-neck round bottom flask. The mixture was heated to 300 °C under nitrogen until clear to form indium stearate before being cooled to 230 °C, the QD reaction temperature. Upon reaching the reaction temperature, 0.5 mL of TOP was added and the temperature is allowed to restabilize at 230 °C. A solution of 17.1 μL (0.05 mmol) of As(SiMe$_3$)$_3$ and 2 mL of ODE was rapidly injected to seed and grow InAs QDs. After 20 min, InAs QDs with 2.7 ± 0.2 nm diameters were obtained and the reaction was temporarily removed from the heat to cool to 178 °C. We found that replacing the heating mantle when the reaction temperature was 185 °C helped stabilize the temperature at 178 °C more quickly while also enabling rapid cooling between core and shell growth.

When the reaction temperature reached 178 °C, a solution of 58.1 μL (0.2 mmol) of P(SiMe$_3$)$_3$, 0.162 mL of octylamine (1 mmol), and 0.8 mL of 1-ODE was rapidly injected to begin InP shell growth. For larger InAs QDs (>3.0 nm), the QDs become heterogeneous during subsequent shell growth steps, so 0.085 g (0.3 mmol) of stearic acid in 0.5 mL of ODE, prepared by heating at 60 °C, was added at 110 °C prior to elevating the temperature to 178 °C for phosphorus precursor addition. InP growth proceeded for 45 min. Thicker-shelled InP QDs (>1 nm thick) were obtained through additional injections of phosphorus and indium stearate (prepared as described above) with subsequent additions of phosphorus and indium precursors supplied 30 min after the first addition of P(SiMe$_3$)$_3$ solution. Subsequent additions exceeding 0.2 mmol of phosphorus or indium led to independent nucleation of new InP QDs. Then, 45 min after the final indium and phosphorus additions, the temperature was increased to 220 °C for ZnSe shell encapsulation. QDs with 60 ± 2% PLQY were obtained from syntheses with only a single phosphorus and indium addition. Thicker InP-shelled QDs, shown in Figures S3 and S4, included a second addition of phosphorus and indium as described and the brightest QDs obtained this way had 51 ± 2% PLQY.

At 220 °C, 0.4 mmol of zinc 2-ethylhexanoate was added to the reaction vessel. After 2 min, 0.2 M TOP-Se was added in three additions of 0.04 mmol of Se (0.2 mL), 0.06 mmol (0.3 mL), and 0.08 mmol (0.4 mL) in 30 min increments. With each subsequent addition, the temperature is raised 10 °C and the reaction is quenched by removing the heat 30 min after the final addition of TOP-Se. QDs are purified by multiple precipitations in ethanol and resuspension in toluene. Inclusion of 5–10 mL of ethyl acetate in the initial precipitation cycle assists in the removal of excess 1-ODE and assists nanoparticle precipitation. QDs with 60 ± 2% PLQY were obtained after five precipitations and resuspension cycles. The QDs reported in Figure S5 used 0.4 mmol of zinc undecylenate in 2 mL of ODE instead of zinc 2-ethylhexanoate and gave QDs with 39 ± 3% PLQY.

**Characterization.** UV–vis absorption spectra were obtained using a Varian Cary 5G spectrophotometer, and fluorescence measurements were acquired on a home-built spectrometer using 532 nm CW and Ti:Sapphire emission sources with a CCD camera detector. The same system was used for PLQY measurements, and all measurements are reported at the 95% confidence limit. Time-resolved photoluminescence was acquired on a home-built spectrometer with a supercontinuum fiber laser with a pulse width of 6 ps and a Si single-photon counting avalanche photodiode (SPC-APD) detector. Biexponential fit parameters were used to evaluate exciton decay times. A PerkinElmer Optima 8300 inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectrophotometer was used for elemental analysis and was performed by the Microanalysis Laboratory of the UIUC School of Chemical Sciences. STEM images were obtained on an FEI Temis Z Advanced Probe aberration-corrected analytical microscope. Analysis of STEM images was performed using ImageJ software. Powder X-ray diffraction data were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance instrument with an Eiger2 R 500K 2D detector.

**Monte Carlo Simulations.** The Monte Carlo ray trace model stochastically traces individual photons through a rectangular, optically thick (200 μm) waveguide of an arbitrary medium with a real index of refraction of 1.5 assumed for all photoluminescence wavelengths. To ensure proper statistical reliability, we initialized a grid matrix across the waveguide top surface area of 4 mm × 4 mm that, for each wavelength of incident light, injects over 20,000 photons into the luminescent solar concentrator device. The device itself consists of a top glass layer of 50 μm, a waveguide layer doped with InAs/InP/ZnSe quantum dot luminophores, and a bottom glass layer of 50 μm. Given the absorption/emission spectra of the luminophores and optically coupled solar cells, we simulate photon wavelengths between 300 and 1200 nm in steps of 10 nm. Therefore, following previously reported Monte Carlo methods, we modeled over 2 × 10$^{10}$ photons for each model variation (i.e., for a specific InAs/InP/ZnSe quantum dot spectra). Additional details about Monte Carlo simulations, including model validation, are included in the Supporting Information.

**InAs/InP Electronic Structure Calculations.** To perform atomistic electronic structure calculations on InAs/InP core/shell quantum dots (QDs), we developed a model within the semiempirical pseudopotential method that involves fitting a single pseudopotential each for In, As, and P that reproduces accurate band structures for both bulk InAs and bulk InP. The filter-diagonalization technique was used to obtain quasiparticle states from the single-particle Hamiltonian.
The Bethe−Salpeter equation was then solved to obtain correlated electron−hole pair (i.e., excitonic) states. Calculations were performed on fully passivated QD structures relaxed using molecular dynamics-based geometry minimization. Hole trap states were modeled by the removal of a passivation ligand from a surface phosphorus atom. Additional details are included in the Supporting Information and in Table S1 and Figures S6 and S7.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

InAs/InP/ZnSe core/multishell QDs are prepared in a three-step process where InAs cores are nucleated by hot injection followed by epitaxial growth of InP and ZnSe shells. Representative QDs with InAs cores between 2.5 and 3.3 nm were synthesized using indium stearate and (trimethylsilyl)arsine as source compounds. The size of the InAs core can be modified through modulation of both the growth time and temperature and ultimately dictates the emissive properties (albeit low, <1% PLQY) of the nascent heterostructure before shelling (Figure S8). The InP shell growth is carried out at 178 °C, a lower temperature than required for growth of the InAs core, to inhibit nucleation of InP QDs. The brightest QDs with quantum yields of 60 ± 2% are encapsulated with ZnSe via additions of trioctylphosphine selenide and zinc 2-ethylhexanoate (2:1 zinc to selenium).

The evolving optical properties of the reaction mixture were followed by absorbance and photoluminescence spectroscopy and accompanied by high-angle annular dark-field−scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF−STEM) images of the final multishell QDs to ascertain their atomic structure, as shown in Figure 2. The progression of photophysical/spectroscopic properties through an illustrative sequence of growth stages is shown in Figure 2a,b. Encapsulation within InP and ZnSe both lead to bathochromic shifts in the lowest energy excitonic transition in the absorbance spectra. Emission is extremely weak or not detected throughout InP shell growth but becomes pronounced upon ZnSe encapsulation (an impact that is marked even without a complete ZnSe monolayer). Ideally, the indicated sequences would lead to the schematic core/multishell structure shown in Figure 2c. Representative STEM data shown in Figure 2d,e illustrate the high level of atomic order present in the InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs that are formed, as evidenced by the representative (211) zone axis projection shown in the inset of Figure 2e.

The InP shell thickness is controlled using a successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) approach that enables the realization of tunable Stokes ratios over a range of nearly an order of magnitude, from as low as 1.5 up to 8.5 as depicted in the absorbance spectra in Figures S3 and S8 and calculated from the absorbance ratio at 550 nm vs absorbance at the lowest energy excitonic transition. Increasing the InP shell thickness but omitting the ZnSe shell, however, yields invariably weakly luminescent heterostructures (<1% PLQY). As noted above, STEM data (shown in Figures 2d and S5) reveal that the progression of shell growth is associated with the formation of increasingly anisotropic (tetrahedral-like) heterostructures. The phenomenon of zinc blende crystal structures (as illustrated by X-ray diffraction data given in Figure S9) with a slightly tetrahedral shape has been observed previously for the growth of InAs/InP QD materials. At
the termination of the InP shell growth (as observed by an unchanging UV–visible absorbance profile), subsequent encapsulation with ZnSe can be affected to give highly emissive InAs/InP/ZnSe particles—QDs with 60 ± 2% PLQY and a narrow emission FWHM of 132 meV.

We note here that the structures realized are highly sensitive to even modest modifications made in the growth conditions, and we found that the optimal synthetic route to usefully emissive InAs/InP/ZnSe materials follows from a SILAR-type growth of the ZnSe shell. This is illustrated in a comparison of the results of various ZnSe shell growth approaches, as given in Figure S5, and comparisons to previous investigations in Figure S10.37,46,48,60 Notably, we find that shell growth via dropwise precursor addition (a method extensively reported for the growth of III–V material QD systems) leads to markedly anisotropic shell growth. This phenomenon is most pronounced in syntheses targeting thicker shells, as shown in Figure S4 and corroborated by the results of prior investigations.34,36,46,61 Further improvements to PLQY were obtained using zinc 2-ethylhexanoate to achieve QDs with 60 ± 2% PLQY, as depicted in Figure S11.

The optimized sequence of growth steps outlined in Figure 2 yields QDs with large but still far from unity values of PLQY. Their tunable emission bands have relatively narrow FWHM. When taken together, there remains a clear opportunity to better the performance of these and related materials to meet the most demanding requirements of NIR luminophores for applications in technology. Theoretical investigations based on and extending from the current data provide a means to bridge the gap in the current understanding of the atomic and electronic features of the structure that underpin performance in this case.

While the nested type I bulk band alignment would suggest that InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs could give bright NIR emitters, strong quantum confinement of carriers in InAs and InP QDs complicates this oversimplified picture. To better understand the properties of these nanostructures, we performed atomistic electronic structure calculations on InAs/InP QDs of experimentally relevant sizes. Exterior ZnSe shells used as passivation layers experimentally are modeled as ligand potentials in the simulated InAs/InP QDs. Exploration of defects at an InP/ZnSe interface from an incomplete ZnSe shell are modeled through the creation of phosphorus dangling bonds at the InP surface. Calculations were performed within the semiempirical pseudopotential method to obtain quasiparticle (electron and hole) states at the conduction and valence band edges.53,55,62 These quasiparticle states were used as input to the Bethe–Salpeter equation, which was solved to obtain correlated electron–hole pair (i.e., excitonic) states.56 Details of the pseudopotential parameterization and other computational methods are provided in the Supporting Information.

The projected electron and hole carrier densities for the ground excitonic state of a 2.5 nm InAs QD with a 1.1 nm InP shell are depicted in Figure 3a. Despite conventional wisdom that the type I band alignment of InAs/InP would confine carriers to the core, both the electron and hole are delocalized throughout the QDs with 53.8 and 26.5% of the electron and hole densities, respectively, in the shell.63 Unsurprisingly, the electron is more delocalized than the hole due to its lighter effective mass. These results are indicative of InAs/InP nanostructures having a quasi-type II band structure as opposed to the type I band structure present in bulk materials.46 Figure 3b shows that carrier occupancy of the shell increases with both decreasing InAs core size and increasing InP shell thickness. Projected band edge densities and carrier delocalization maps of a series of InAs/InP particles of different core and shell sizes are depicted in Figures S12 and S13. This delocalization is attributed to the large exciton Bohr radii in InAs and InP, which are 34 and 15 nm, respectively, indicating that the carriers on the QDs are strongly quantum confined and have sufficient kinetic energies to tunnel through the confining potential created by the InAs–InP band offset and into the shell.64 The electron–hole interactions are not strong enough to overcome the strong quantum confinement and localize the carriers to the InAs core.

Our calculations demonstrate that the electron in the ground state exciton tunnels isotropically into the shell. The hole, however, exhibits a facet-dependent delocalization into the InP shell through the (111) facets. Growth of an InP shell causes compression of the InAs core, as shown by molecular dynamics-based geometry optimization illustrated in Figure S14, which causes the InAs valence band maximum (VBM) to decrease in energy. This VBM energy decrease has been shown to be a facet-dependent effect that locally decreases the InAs/InP valence band offset most significantly along the (111) facets, permitting tunneling of the hole wavefunction in those facets.
Comparing these observations with atomically resolved STEM images in Figures 4 and S15, we have identified that the axes with a greater hole density correspond to directions of the narrowest radius in the synthesized QDs. Figure 4a,b depicts the projected density of an excitonic hole from the (110) orientation. From this orientation, delocalization in the ⟨111⟩ directions to the surface is straightforwardly observed. The extent of charge carrier delocalization to the InP shell suggests that the InP shells do a poor job of confining charge carriers to the InAs core and indicates that the InP/ ZnSe interface is particularly important for exciton confinement. When taken together with Figure 4c, an atomically resolved STEM image of an identically oriented QD, the directions of hole delocalization align with directions of shorter radii in the slightly asymmetric, synthesized nanocrystals. Figure 4d,e depict the projected excitonic hole density as viewed from the (111) orientation where tetrapodal, anisotropic delocalization into the shell is readily observed with a hole density from one of the [111] axes projecting perpendicular to the plane of view. The accompanying Figure 4f shares the same (111) orientation, as is confirmed by the inset of the power function. The matched electronic structure
calculations and atomically resolved STEM images highlight the importance of uniform InP and ZnSe passivation to insulate excitons and mitigate deleterious outcomes from holes delocalizing to passivated surfaces.

Due to delocalization of the ground state exciton out of the InAs core, defects at the InP/ZnSe interface may have a significant impact on the particle’s optical properties. Prior work on highly emissive InP cores with ZnSe shells observed nonuniform shell growth caused by oxidation of surface indium and phosphorus to create InPO₃ and In₂O₃ defects during synthesis.⁶⁷ Oxidized phosphorus present at InP/ZnSe interfaces is known to form deep trap sites.⁶₈,⁶₉ To model defects at the InP surface, we perform calculations to obtain quasiparticle states of InAs/InP QDs with a passivation ligand pseudopotential removed from a single surface phosphorus quasiparticle states of InAs/InP QDs with a passivation ligand. Midgap states are not observed with the removal of the defect. Midgap states are not observed with the removal of a passivation ligand pseudopotential from an indium atom due to the relatively small electron effective mass. This finding is corroborated by the prior experimental work that has shown phosphorus dangling bonds formed through InP surface oxidation are responsible for deep trap states while unpassivated indium surface defects result in shallower midgap states.⁵⁸,⁶⁹ The directional delocalization of the VBM state extends far into the InP shell and has a density overlap with InP surface trap states on the (111) face. While the introduction of a phosphorus dangling bond does not change the energy of the VBM, significant trap-VBM density overlaps may promote phonon-mediated trapping of holes at the valence band edge, leading to quenching of luminescence. Examples of facet-dependent defect impacts on the QD’s VBM are shown in Figures 5 and S16 with trap locations, trap state energy levels, and density overlaps between the trap and VBM states reported in Tables S3 and S4.

As expected, we find that when the trap state is aligned with the lobes of the VBM density in the shell, the VBM has an increased localized density near the unpassivated phosphorus atom. Even with thin (e.g., 1.1 nm) InP shells, there is almost no overlap between the trap state and the VBM when it is located away from the (111) facets. As the InP shell thickness increases, the hole density in the shell increases, but the density overlap between the defect state and the VBM decreases. Across all InP thicknesses, defects located directly along the (111) axis present the greatest defect site-VBM overlap. To quantify the effect of the dangling bond on the VBM, we computed the overlap between the quasiparticle densities of the localized trap and the VBM. These values are shown in Table S2 and demonstrate that a dangling bond on the InP shell at the (111) surface can create a localized trap state that has a relatively large density overlap with the VBM, facilitating trapping of carriers to the surface and thereby decreasing PLQY. Thus, it is important to continue to improve development of particles with thick, uniform, protective ZnSe shells to prevent InP surface defects from quenching QD luminescence.

Based on the decreased overlap between surface defects and the VBM with increased InP shell thickness, we compare the exciton lifetimes between InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs with different InP thicknesses. As shown previously in Figure S4, the luminescence for thick InP (1.5 ± 0.1 nm)-shelled InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs can be improved from 1 to 51 ± 3% by better passivating the surface with more uniform and thicker (3 ML) ZnSe shells. We compare a pair of QDs with nearly identical InAs cores and ZnSe shells, with 1.0 ± 0.1 and 1.5 ± 0.1 nm thick InP shells. The PLQY for the compared samples are 55 ± 2 and 51 ± 3% respectively, enabling a more direct probe of the radiative lifetimes across the InP shell thickness since the QDs share similarly bright emission. Generally, there is a correlation between higher quality, defect-free materials with higher PLQY, and longer radiative lifetimes. Thus, reduction of the overlap between surface defects and the VBM from thicker InP shells may be expected to reduce hole trapping by surface
defects and extend exciton lifetimes. However, as shown in Figure 6a, we observe the exciton decay times to be $17.1 \pm 0.1$ and $11 \pm 1$ ns, respectively, for the $1.0 \pm 0.1$ and $1.5 \pm 0.1$ nm thick InP-shelled QDs, indicating that exciton lifetimes decrease with increased InP shell thickness.

Despite the expected decreased exciton trapping in the thicker-shelled InP QDs, the decreasing trend between the lifetime and shell thickness is attributed to the fact that the radiative lifetime depends on both the energy, $\omega_i$, and the dipole moment, $\mu$, of the transition according to

$$\tau_i = \frac{3\pi e^2 h c^3}{\omega_\text{fi}^3 |\mu|^2}$$

The optical gap of InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs depends on both the core size and shell thickness and decreases with both increasing InAs core diameter and InP shell thickness. While the size of the core is the primary component of the QD that dictates the optical gap, the InP shell thickness also plays a notable role. The prior work suggests a decrease in the fundamental gap between bare 3.4 nm InAs and the same QDs with 2 nm InP shells of up to 200 meV. This is corroborated by both our experimental work and calculations, as illustrated in Figure S17. On the other hand, the transition dipole moment of the ground state exciton increases with increasing InAs and InP sizes, a trend that has been previously observed in other CdSe and InAs QD systems.

Together, the radiative lifetime increases in the direction of the transition dipole moment and inversely to the cube of the transition energy. Therefore, the radiative lifetime could increase or decrease with increasing shell thickness, depending on the rate of change of these properties with shell thickness for the specific material. As illustrated in Figure S17, the transition energy weakly decreases with increasing InP shell thickness while the transition dipole moment increases significantly with increasing InP shell thickness, causing the radiative lifetime to decrease with increasing InP shell thickness. These trends may not hold for CdSe/CdS, in which excitons are significantly less quantum confined than they are in InAs/InP, explaining the discrepancy in results. Figure 6b depicts the combined effects of a decreasing optical gap and increasing dipole moment across particle sizes and shows the radiative lifetimes decrease with increasing InP shell thickness. Therefore, even though there may be reduced exciton trapping in thicker-shelled InP systems, suggesting improved surface passivation, the radiative lifetimes for excitons in InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs still decreases with thicker InP shells.

InAs core/multishell QDs offer exceptional promise for LSCs due to opportunities to tune the Stokes ratio and improve PLQY while retaining narrow emission. However, the current assessment of exciton lifetimes highlights the challenges in the development of highly luminescent InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs, especially if phosphorus dangling bonds are unavoidable. On one hand, it is important to increase the thickness of the InP shell to increase the Stokes ratio and decrease hole trapping. On the other hand, charge carriers delocalize to the shell more in systems with thicker InP shells, leading to greater opportunities for nonradiative losses as luminescence is highly sensitive to InP surface/interfacial defects. Thus, improvements to NIR emissive InAs/InP/ZnSe necessitate the highest quality and uniform ZnSe shell encapsulation for thick-shelled InP QDs. While this is challenged synthetically due to the slightly anisotropic InAs/InP structure, the synthetic procedures adopted here have proven to be adaptable to independent size modulation of the core and both shells to facilitate growth of several monolayer thick passivating ZnSe layers on large Stokes ratio particles (i.e., thick InP layers) to enhance luminescence. Growth of extremely thick ZnSe shells (>5 ML) in these systems, however, remains an unresolved synthetic challenge needing redress in future research. The scale of the challenge is well suggested by the past work. Near-unity CdSe/CdS QDs, for example, were prepared with 8 ML thick CdS shells, suggesting that further material development to obtain thicker, uniform ZnSe shells may yield enhancements of emission and stability for the InAs/InP/ZnSe system as well.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This work highlights the need for materials with bright, NIR emissive luminophores with large Stokes ratios and narrow emission FWHM. We designed improvements for the synthesis of InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs that enable heavy metal-free, tunable, NIR emitters with 60 ± 2% PLQY, larger Stokes ratios, and narrow emission linewidths. While the NIR emitters reported here are among the brightest, cadmium-free InAs emitters with larger Stokes ratios, there are still synthetic and material challenges that must be addressed to realize high-performance LSCs and other NIR technologies. A primary reason for this challenge is attributed to the significant charge carrier occupation of the InP shell due to the strong quantum confinement of carriers in these structures, complicating the type I bulk alignment expected from bulk band gaps. Furthermore, defects at the InP/ZnSe interface, especially along the (111) facets, and unpassivated phosphorus dangling bonds lead to localized, deep trap states that have large density overlaps with the QD valence band maximum. These defects facilitate carrier trapping and decrease PLQY. Luminescence in InAs/InP/ZnSe is extremely sensitive to the quality of surface passivation. While our synthetic approach enables >50% PLQY NIR emitters, there remain opportunities for further development of InAs heterostructure QD systems to maximize their utility and realize LSC technologies.
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